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ABSTRACT: Line structures such as pipelines that cross active faults should be designed to retain
leak-tightness if the design displacement (Ddesign) occur. Principal approaches to the Design and rupture
kinematics assessment based on relationships between earthquake magnitude, rupture length and displace¬
ment, as well as on the detailed field data on a specific fault that crosses the pipeline route are described.
Since real offset at the crossing may exceed the design value, the probability of a displacement at which the
structure's safety can not be ensured should be estimated. Method of such event probability assessment is
described and exemplified by active fault studies that were carried out.
some faulting event real surface offset may exceed
the design value, so that the crossing design will
not guarantee the pipeline leak-tightness. Thus, the
problem of the probability assessment of 'rupturing'
displacement, exceeding the Ddesign value arises.
These studies were carried out for the 800-km long
oil and gas pipelines on Sakhalin Island that cross
several active faults, which could not be bypassed
due to topographic and some other limitations
(normative distance from the settlements, main

1 INRODUCTION

Large line structures such as pipelines, tunnels and
canals often have to cross active faults that can be
mptured during earthquakes with single-event off¬
sets up to several meters. It is important to ensure
that these structures will withstand the design dis¬
placement (Ddesign). The most critical are oil and
natural gas pipelines, which rupture may cause
severe environmental pollution. Thus, special
measures must be undertaken to guarantee the
safety of pipelines where they cross active faults.
The main input parameters for pipeline/active fault
crossing design are surface fault location, sense of
4>е displacement (fault kinematics) and sin¬
gle-event displacement value. Fault location and
kinematics are determined on the basis of regional
geodynamics analysis, detail geological and geomorPhic mapping and trenching.
The Ddesign value assessment seems to be the
m°st problematic issue. Generally, it can be esti¬
mated either on the basis of worldwide and/or re¬
gional relationships between earthquake magnitude,
mPture length and displacement, or on the field
data on the displacements typical of a fault in questi°n- It can not be excluded, however, that during

roads, etc.).

We should point out that only seismic faulting is
analyzed hereafter. Slow continuous fault move¬
ments at rates ranging from millimeters to centi¬
meters per year do not pose a significant threat to
pipelines since they do not exceed periodic pipe
movements caused by thermal or hydrodynamic
deformations. Moreover, following the conserva¬
tive approach, we consider any active fault pro¬
nounced in the topography as resulted from sharp
seismogenic displacement. It is obvious that a
crossing construction that can withstand large sin¬
gle-event offset will also be able to sustain slow
long-term deformations whith cumulative value
during structure lifetime (30-50 years) not exceed¬
ing the design single-event displacement value.
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lian fault (Barka, 1992) or the faults bounding ц,е
Lut block in Iran (Nowroozi & Mohajer-Ashjai
1985). At the same time one could miss
simulta
neous formation of distant surface ruptures, such as
those formed by some of the 1954 earthquakes щ
Nevada (Ryall & VanWormer, 1980) or by the
1992 Suusamur earthquake in Kyrgyzstan (Ghose
et al., 1997). In this case real fault length could be
underestimated.
It should be also noted that world-wide relation¬
ships between earthquake magnitude and surface
ruptures' parameters (Wells & Coppersmith, 1994
Strom & Nikonov, 1997, Chipizubov, 1998, Lun¬
ina, 2001) average ratios typical of tectonically
different regions, while local ratios typical of
well-studied regions (California, Japan) may not fit
to the particular study region (Fig. 1) (see e.g.,
Do wrick & Rhoades, 2004).

2 DESIGN DISPLACEMENT VALUE

ASSESSMENT
The design displacement assessment can be either
probabilistic (Youngs et al. 2003) based on the
global and/or regional relationships between
earthquake magnitude and rupture length and fault
displacement (Nowroozi, 1985, Wells & Copper¬
smith, 1994, Strom & Nikonov, 1997, 2000,
Chipizubov, 1998, Matsuda, 1998, Lunina, 2001),
or deterministic based on field data on the dis¬
placements along the specific fault that crosses the
route. The most detailed description of field meth¬
ods of active fault study is presented in (McCalpin,
1996).
The advantage of the probabilistic approach to
the fault displacement hazard assessment PFDHA (Youngs et al. 2003, Todorovska & Trifunac, 2006) is its consistence with the commonly
used probabilistic assessment of the peak ground
acceleration (PGA) value. It allows estimating
wide range of displacement values along with the
probabilities of their exceedance (nonexceedance).
Its practical usage, however, is limited, since in
most of cases no independent estimates of earth¬
quake magnitudes that can be associated with an
active fault in question are available. Commonly,
earthquake magnitudes are derived just from the
offsets of past (historical or prehistoric) events.
Thus, something like "vicious circle" appears - we
calculate earthquake magnitude on the basis of the
direct measurements of single-event displacements
and then use this value to calculate the design dis¬
placement.
The additional uncertainty arises from the fact
that it is, generally, not known whether the offset
measured at a particular fault section or trenching
site was maximal for that rupturing event, or aver¬
age, or some other. Since most of relationships of
M=f(D) have been derived from the data on maxi¬
mal, or, rarely, average, displacements, this uncer¬
tainty reduces accuracy of probabilistic Ddesign es¬
timates.
Similar, if not higher, ambiguity characterizes
fault displacement estimates derived from the rela¬
tionships between rupture length and maximal
(average) displacement (Wells & Coppersmith,
1994, Strom & Nikonov, 1997), since the dimen¬
sions of a fault segment that can be ruptured in one
event is rather hypothetical. Dating methods are
not precise enough to distinguish individual fault¬
ing events in their succession, so a long cumulative
surface rupture may be taken for a single-event
feature. It can be exemplified by the North Anato-
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Figure 1. Relationships of maximal net displacement and
surface rupture length. 1 - worldwide data set on surface
ruptures, 2 - surface ruptures of Japanese and Sakhalin earth¬
quakes, 3 surface ruptures of California earthquakes
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Considering the above circumstances, we rec¬
ommend usage of the probabilistic approach at the
feasibility stage mainly, while the deterministic
approach based on thorough field studies is prefer¬
able to estimate more realistic displacement values
required for the detailed crossing design.
The deterministic Ddesign value is derived from
the geological and geomorphic data on the dis¬
placements that occurred on the study fault. Meas¬
urements should be performed both at the crossing
point and along the fault. The most frequently
found displacement value or value measured di¬
rectly at the crossing point should be taken as
Ddesign- The best case is when Ddesign value is vali¬
dated by several consecutive offsets of roughly the
same magnitude at one point. If the designed
structure has several crossings with active faults.
the approach how to estimate the Ddesign vaÿue
should be the same - either an average value or
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signed crossings are operable up to D=1.5xDdesign
(Mattiozzi & Strom, 2008).
To shift from the deterministic Ddesign assessment
(based on real displacements that occurred on an
active fault and were measured in the field) to the
probability of larger offsets, both Ddesign and Drapt
values should be equated to displacement values
that could be estimated by probabilistic method.
Following the above-mentioned Denali case study
and calculated operability of pipelines at the ses¬
quialteral displacement excess, we equate the
fÿdesign to the 2/3 of maximal offset that could occur
in case of surface faulting event. Thus, the prob¬
ability of Drap, estimate should consider the prob¬
abilities of both maximal offset occurrence and its
occurrence on the fault section crossed by a pipe¬
line.
The conventional probability of such displace¬
ment (Pnipt.) is the product of several probabilities:
1. - the probability of occurrence of an earth¬
quake during the pipeline lifetime, which magni¬
tude is so high that it can be accompanied by an
offset exceeding the Ddesign value (Peq),
2. - the probability of surface rupturing during
such an earthquake (Ps.r),
3. - the probability that pipeline will cross a
surface fault at its section with maximal offset

directly at crossing sites can be
values.
design
:,kcn as
It is known that for the Trans-Alaska pipeline
fault 2/3 of maximal exthat crosses the Denali
as design disrecommended
was
ted offset
justified suc¬
Such
was
approach
value.
oiacement
during
lateral
occurred
offset
cessfully when 5.8 m
site,
for
the 2002 Denali earthquake at the crossing
while
proposed,
maximal
was
6-m
Design
the
which
offset recorded along the entire surface rupture was
about 9 m (Haeussler et al, 2004). Utilization of 2/3
of maximal recorded/expected offset as the design
value allows to turn down from the most conserva¬
tive estimates and, at the same time, to provide
rather high safety margin of the fault crossing
structure, though significant probability that real
offset will exceed the design value remains.
It would be reasonable to assess how displace¬
ment value affects total cost of the crossing design,
construction and maintenance, including insurance
cost. Such estimates should help to chose an opti¬
mal DdeSign value within the range provided by
geological data.

those

measured

3 ASSESSMENT OF THE PROBABILITY OF
DESING DISPLACEMENT EXCEEDANCE

(Pmax)-

Taking into account actual accuracy of the
measurements during field reconnaissance of most
of seismic surface ruptures we propose considering
the probability of the pipeline crossing of that part

Given that the design value is not overestimated
(which is inexpedient since it will complicate the
crossing design and make it much more expensive),
it seems evident that real offset at a fault crossing
site may exceed the accepted design value irre¬
spective of the assessment method utilized.
As a pipeline must withstand the Design, the
probability of offset occurrence that would exceed
should be estimated in order to assess pipe¬
line rupture risk and to elaborate measures neces¬
sary to diminish its negative consequences. It is
blown that in the tectonically and seismically ac¬
tive regions Ddesign can be up to several meters.
Since pipeline/fault crossings as any other engi¬
neering structure are designed with some safety
margin it is evident that in case the real offset extÿeds the designed value by several percent (centimeters), a properly designed and well constructed
tossing should withstand such offset too, i.e. the
Pipeline should not be disrupted. Thus, it is necessary> first, to calculate that displacement with
which the designed crossing can not guarantee the
P'peline leak-tightness and, second, to estimate the
Probability of such a 'rupturing' offset (Dropt). Special analysis performed for the Sakhalin-II 24"oil
48" natural gas pipelines showed that the de-

of a fault where displacement exceed 90% of
maximal offset (Po.9Dmax)- Thus:
Pnipt. PeqxPs-r*Po.9Dmax
The probability of an earthquake occurrence (Pÿ)
is a probability of an event at the causative fault
section where it crosses the pipeline route, with
recurrence interval of 1000 years (standard recur¬
rence used for the seismic design of pipelines tol¬
erating its plastic deformation but not rupturing).
At that annual probability of an earthquake occur¬
rence (Pÿ) is about 10'3. It can be specified, how¬
ever, by use of the available paleoseismological
data. For example, real recurrence intervals of
faulting events on an individual Sakhalin fault is
about few thousands years (Bulgakov, et al., 2002).
This fits to the results of the frequency-magnitude
plot analysis yielding from 136 to about 6000 years
of recurrence interval for earthquakes with
M=6.0-8.0. As sources of such strong events are
large active faults, which cumulative length in the
Sakhalin Island is roughly known, one can estimate
recurrence interval of earthquake occurrence at any
“
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Table 1. Probability of surface rupturing
earthquakes of various magnitudes

random fault section to be 2000 to 6000 years (Fig.
2).
As mentioned above, when assessing maximal
possible probability of rupturing earthquake we
should take into account only those events that
could be accompanied by rupture offsets >Drapt.
Their minimal magnitude can be derived from the
envelope of the Dmax-M plot (Strom & Nikonov,
1997). Referring to the Sakhalin Island these are
earthquakes with M>7.0 with occurrence probabil¬
ity at the specific active fault section equaling
3-r5xl0’4. Further analysis focuses at these earth¬
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Figure 3. Length of surface fault section characterized b;
offsets smaller than some portion of a maximal offset. D>a'
grams are plotted based on the data on displacement distribu¬
tion along surface ruptures with different kinematics. MM®
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responds to the 2/3 of maximal offset. Horizontal dashed
lines mark rupture length at D=2/3 of Dmax and D=0.9Dmai-
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6.5 7.0 7.5
Probability of surface rupturing

Japanese earthquakes 0.06
with crustal sources

quakes.
Probability of the earth surface rupturing (Ps.r)
can be calculated as the ratio of the number of
known surface rupturing events to the total number
of earthquakes with normal (within the earth crust)
focal depth. Such ratio for the onland 1976 to 1996
earthquakes is given in (Strom, 2000). Probability
of the Japanese earthquakes of the same magnitude
range was calculated by Otsuka (1964) (Table 1).
According to these data Ps_r for M7.0 earthquakes
is 0.5-1.0.
The Po.9Dmax value can be derived from the regu¬
larities of displacement distribution along seismic
faults.
Depending on surface fault kinematics, offsets
exceeding 2/3 of Dmax are typical, on average, of
18-b25% of the entire rupture length. Offsets ex¬
ceeding 0.9Dmax are typical, on average, of 5- 1 0%
rupture length only (Fig. 3).
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Therefore, the probability that pipeline will

cross

a fault in its section where the displacement
exceed the design value (or 2/3 of Dmax) is
The probability that it will cross a fault section
with D>0.9Dmax (P0 9Dmax) is 0.05-0.1. This yid*

Figure 2. Recurrence intervals of earthquakes in the south¬
ern part of Sakhalin island. T values are related to the magni¬
tude ranges of M ± 0.25.
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annual value of rupturing displacement occur¬

ence

conventional probability, which is:

= (34-5)10'4X(0.5H-1.0)X
= PeqÿPs-rÿPo.9D
5X10-47.5X10-6
5ÿ.1)
=

p

or one event in 20,0004-133,000 years.
If the study fault section is subjected to the
stronger (say, M8.0) earthquake, the probability that
actual displacement will exceed the threshold value
(Drapt) will be higher. However, since the probabil¬
ity of such earthquake occurrence itself is relatively

low. the resultant conventional probability will not
differ significantly from the above value.
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